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PREFACE

The Program/Project Management Collection at NASA Headquarters Library is part of a larger initiative by the Training and Development Division, Code FT, NASA Headquarters. The collection is being developed to support the Program/Project Management Initiative which includes the training of NASA managers. These PPM Resource Lists have proven to be a useful method of informing NASA employees nationwide about the subject coverage of the library collection.

All resources included on the lists are available at or through NASA Headquarters Library. NASA employees at other Centers may request listed books through interlibrary loan, and listed articles by contacting me by phone, mail, or e-mail. If you are interested in project management subjects not yet covered by a PPM Resource List please call me, and a list can be compiled rather quickly.

Please contact me if you any further questions about the PPM Collection.

Jeffrey Michaels
Program/Project Management Librarian
NASA Headquarters Library
300 E St., SW
Washington, D.C. 20546
(202) 358-0172

NASAMAIL: JAMICHAELS
Internet: JMICHAEL@NHQVAX.HQ.NASA.GOV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List#</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Project Management Introductory Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Developing Leadership Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Planning Meetings and Presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Selected Articles on TQM in the Public Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Teams and Teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>The Deming Management Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>Quality Metrics and Measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>Project Budgeting and Cost Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>Innovation and Creativity in the Workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>Organizational Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12</td>
<td>Creating the Empowered Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13</td>
<td>The Benchmarking Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14</td>
<td>Pitfalls and Roadblocks to Successful TQM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#15</td>
<td>Program Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>Vision and Strategic Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#17</td>
<td>Group Dynamics and Decision Making for Project Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#18</td>
<td>Managing Cultural Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#19</td>
<td>Doing More with Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#20</td>
<td>Joseph M. Juran: A Reading List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#21</td>
<td>Motivation of Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#22</td>
<td>Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#23</td>
<td>Reinventing Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#24</td>
<td>Reengineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Managerial Competence
Creating the High Performance Organization
The Learning Organization
Creative Problem Solving
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT INTRODUCTORY TEXTS

July 1992

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian
at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

The following titles are available in the Program/Project Management Collection at NASA Headquarters Library. This list represents but a sampling of the PPM collection which covers all aspects of project management, including many that also deal with total quality management. Additional lists will cover specific areas of program and project management.


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Warren Bennis, an author cited below, writes: "Managers are people who do things right, and leaders are people who do the right thing." The following titles are available in the Program/Project Management and/or Quality and Productivity Awareness collections at NASA Headquarters Library, and explore the concept of leadership. A "PM" before the call number indicates the book is in the PPM Collection, a "QM" indicates the Quality Collection.


De Pree, Max. Leadership is an Art. <audio> Dove Audio, 1992. [on order]


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
INTRODUCTION

Meetings are an unavoidable part of both program/project management and TQM. The following titles dealing with the subject are available in the Program/Project Management and/or Quality and Productivity Awareness collections at NASA Headquarters Library. A "PM" before the call number indicates the book is in the PPM Collection, a "QM" indicates the Quality Collection.


Deep, Samuel D. Smart Moves: 14 Steps to Keep Any Boss Happy, 8 Ways to Start Meetings on Time, and 16,000 More Tips to Get the Best From Yourself and the People Around You. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1990. PM HF5549.5 C6 D37 1990


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Public and private sector TQM efforts are often implemented very differently. The following articles focus on such quality improvement efforts in the public sector--local, state and federal. Items preceded by an asterisk (*) are available through the PPM Librarian, others are part of the collection at NASA Headquarters Library and copies may be made there. NASA employees who cannot come to the library may call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172 to make alternate arrangements. PPM Resource List #23 "Reinventing Government" should be consulted for additional references on this subject.


For more information, or to request additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

The following items are available in the Program/Project Management, Quality and Productivity Awareness and/or main collections at NASA Headquarters Library. A "P:" before the call number indicates the book is in the PPM Collection, a "QM" indicates the Quality Collection. Items without those indicators are in the main collection. Listed articles may be copied in the library.


For more information, or to request additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

The following items concern W. Edwards Deming and his method of quality management. Articles are from journals held at NASA Headquarters Library, with the exception of those with asterisks (*), which may be obtained through the PPM Librarian. Books are available in the Program/Project Management and/or Quality and Productivity Awareness collections at NASA Headquarters Library. A "PM" before the call number indicates it is in the PPM Collection, a "QM" indicates the Quality Collection.

*****************************************************************************


Gabor, Andrea. "Deming Demystifies the 'Black Art' of Statistics." 


Michaelson, Gerald A. "The Turning Point of the Quality Revolution." *Across the Board* 27 (December 1990):40-43+


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Measuring quality is often very difficult, but metrics are tools for continuous improvement, not an end to themselves. A common pitfall in TQM efforts is to become bogged down with graphs and fishbone charts, which are merely visual representations of work. The following titles cover how to measure quality in various office settings, as well as how to present the data. They will not tell you what to measure, because that determination is often best left to the employee who knows best what tasks are measurable.

A "PM" indicates a book is in the PPM Collection, a "QM" indicates the Quality Collection; call numbers without those indicators are in the main collection. Titles with NTIS numbers in brackets [ ] may be ordered through RECON by filling out a form 81. Some articles are also included; copies may be made in the library.


For more information, or to request additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

The following titles are available at NASA Headquarters Library in books or journals. Items either deal solely with budgeting and cost control, or include useful chapters on the subject. A search of RECON using the terms cost analysis, cost reduction and cost effectiveness will result in thousands of other papers on the subject; the following provides a place to start.


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Francis T. Hoban and William M. Lawbaugh, in their recent NAS. publication Readings in Systems Engineering, write that although the designers of the pyramids practiced a form of systems engineering, it was after World War II that the modern discipline emerged. As weapons systems became more complex, design and development: requirements increased the need for systems engineering practices. NASA's goal to explore space better, cheaper and faster only increase the need for improved systems engineering.

The following books and articles are available in the NASA Headquarters Library Program/Project Management Collection. A search of NASA's RECON database on this subject will find thousands of papers, so what follows is just a place to start.


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

The following items are available in the Program/Project Management, Quality and Productivity Awareness and/or main collections at NASA Headquarters Library. A "PM" before the call number indicates the book is in the PPM Collection, a "QM" indicates the Quality Collection; books without those indicators are in the main collection. A number of journal articles have also been included, and copies may be made in the library.


Blohowiak, Donald W.  Mavericks!: How to Lead Your Staff to Think Like Einstein, Create Like Da Vinci, and Invent Like Edison. Homewood, IL: Business One Irwin, 1992.  PM HD53 .B58 1992


Nadler, Gerald. *Breakthrough Thinking: Why We Must Change the Way We Solve Problems, and the Seven Principles to Achieve This.* Rocklin, CA: Prima, 1990. QM HD30.29 .N34 1990


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
INTRODUCTION

The following titles deal with planning and/or initiating organizational change and all items are available at Headquarters Library. Call numbers preceded by "PM" are in the Program/Project Management Collection, items with a "QM" are in the Quality and Productivity Awareness Collection; books without such indicators are in the main circulating collection. Journal articles may be copied in the library; asterisked articles (*) are available through the PPM Librarian.

********************************************************************************


********************************************************************************


For more information, or for additional PPM Resource Lists, please contact the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Empowerment is seen as an essential part of TQM and project management because it leads to both increased productivity and employee satisfaction. It may include participatory management, employee suggestion programs, and other methods of increased staff involvement. The following items are available at Headquarters Library; books are followed by their call numbers, journal articles may be copied in the library. Please contact the PPM Librarian for help in obtaining articles preceded by an asterisk (*).


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Benchmarking is, to put it simply, the search for the best methods used by other agencies, companies, etc. that can be utilized to improve performance and/or productivity of an organization. Because it is a category of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, benchmarking is a widely accepted means of information gathering and analysis, although W.E. Deming is opposed to it (see his writings for more detail).

The following material is available at Headquarters Library; please contact the PPM Librarian for help in obtaining those articles preceded by an asterisk (*). Items focus on both positive and negative aspects of benchmarking.


Camp, Robert C. Benchmarking (NASA TQM Colloquium #13) [video]; QM VIDEO TL521 .C36 1992


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Why duplicate the mistakes others have made in TQM? By studying specific case studies, or recognized failures in the TQM process, implementation can proceed much more smoothly. There may be no one right way to initiate total quality, but there are certainly steps which have been known to cause stumbling on the road to success.

The items preceded by an asterisk (*) may be requested from the PPM Librarian; other articles may be copied from journal issues in the library. Books are found in the PPM and/or Quality Collections.


Includes two chapters: "Common Blunders in Launching Service Programs" and "Common Pitfalls in Service Programs."


Leibman, Michael S. "Getting Results from TQM." HRMagazine (September 1992):34-38.


Shaffer, James C. "Quality Where it Doesn't Count." Across the Board 29 #10 (October 1992):11-12


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #15

PROGRAM CONTROL
Revised September 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

According to A Project Management Dictionary of Terms, by Cleland and Kerzner, program control is:

The Program management element responsible for providing program plans and schedules; schedule visibility and control; and detailed support in the areas of performance, cost, and schedule status.

The following books and articles delve into these issues. Books are all in the Program/Project Management Collection at Headquarters Library. Articles with asterisks (*) may be obtained through the PPM Librarian. Please refer to PPM Resource List #8 "Project Budgeting and Cost Control" for related information on this topic.


For more information, or to receive additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Some of the following authors will tell you that organizational planning of any kind is most successful when a vision is in place first. Definitions of vision vary, but in Charles Handy's *The Age of Unreason* there is the following:

A vision has to "reframe" the known scene, to reconceptualize the obvious, connect the previously unconnected dream.

Others may prefer the term mission, but rather than getting bogged down in semantical discussion of vision and mission in this short introduction, both may be seen as goals that unite an organization and help create a plan for the future that can inspire and put all staff members on the same wavelength. Reading the listed books and articles will illustrate more clearly the differences between vision and mission, as well as their potential impact upon strategic planning.

All of the following are available at Headquarters Library; for copies of articles with asterisks (*), call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
**Program/Project Management Resource List #17**

**Group Dynamics and Decision Making for Project Success**

Revised September 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian at NASA Headquarters Library.

**Introduction**

Project success often depends upon small group decision-making, which is in turn influenced by the communication and other interpersonal skills of group members. The following books, all in Headquarters Library, cover these areas of project management. Asterisked articles (*) are available through the PPM Librarian, other articles may be copied in the library. Please refer to PPM Resource List #5 Teams and Teamwork for additional citations.


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please contact the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

R. Roosevelt Thomas, an author listed below, writes that managing diversity is "managing people who aren't like you and who don't necessarily aspire to be like you." That is but one useful definition; reading the following items will provide more background on this subject which should become more crucial to study as the American work force grows even more culturally diverse. All books are available at Headquarters Library. The asterisked (*) articles are available through the PPM Librarian.


*Williams, Mary. "Managing Work-Place Diversity...the Wave of the '90s." Communication World 7 #1 (January 1990):16-19.

For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

It can also be called downsizing or rightsizing, cost containment or cost reduction; doing more with less has different meanings and involves different processes. The most relevant meaning to NASA may be doing more (or at least the same) with less funding. Reducing costs, in general, involves at least two kinds of costs: the cost of bureaucracy and the cost of not being entrepreneurial enough. NASA costs also include operational and development costs.

The following books and articles cover these various areas of restructuring and budget savings. All items are available in the library, with the asterisked (*) ones available from the PPM Librarian. Additional PPM Resource Lists may also be referred to: "Project Budgeting and Cost Control" [#8], "Innovation and Creativity in the Workplace" [#10] and "Program Control" [#15].

*"Corporations are Dissatisfied with Cost-Cutting." Personnel 68 #14 (October 1991):14.


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #20

JOSEPH M. JURAN: A READING LIST
April 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian
at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

J.M. Juran has been writing about total quality management issues
for decades. This list, therefore, only purports to cover most
recent items by and about J.M. Juran. Reading the books and
articles that follow show that his approach to TQM is based on "The
Juran Trilogy": quality planning, quality control and quality
improvement.

Asterisked (*) articles are available through the PPM Librarian,
other articles may be ordered on interlibrary loan. Books are held
in the Library, but are very popular, so please call 202-358-0168
to see if the desired title is available for loan; if it is not, a
hold will be placed in your name for when the item is returned.

Recent Writings By J.M. Juran

"Departmental Quality Planning." National Productivity Review 11
#3 (Summer 1992):287-300.

Juran on Quality By Design: the New Steps for Planning Quality Into
process

"World War II and the Quality Movement." Quality Progress 24 #12

"The Evolution of Japanese Leadership in Quality." Journal for

"Quality Advisor: Made in the USA." Manufacturing Engineering 106

"Made in USA--A Quality Resurgence." Journal for Quality &

"Strategies for World-Class Quality." Quality Progress 24 #3

"China's Ancient History of Managing for Quality, Part II." Quality

"China's Ancient History of Managing for Quality." Quality
Progress 23 #7 (July 1990):31-35.


Writings About J.M. Juran


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #21

EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION
Revised September 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

An essential part of project management and TQM that often gets overlooked is the human element. Other TQM procedures and processes can do little without the involvement of those doing the jobs. Actively seeking out the suggestions of employees, who often know how to improve their jobs but have never been asked, can only benefit efforts at continuous improvement and organizational change.

All books and articles are available at NASA HQ Library. Those with a "PM" before the call number are in the Program/Project Management Collection, those with a "QM" are in the TQM Collection, and the rest are in the general collection. Contact the PPM Librarian for articles preceded by an asterisk (*).

*******************************************************************************

[See Chapter 3 "Empowering People with Knowledge: Winning the Hearts, Minds, and Hands"]


[See Part 4 "Supervise Assertively" pp. 71-88]


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #22

RISK MANAGEMENT
Revised September 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian
at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

In recent Code FT courses on Project Management, risk management has been defined as:

the process of balancing risk with cost, schedule, and other programmatic considerations. It consists of risk identification, risk assessment, decision-making on the disposition of risk...and tracking the effectiveness of the results of the actions resulting from the decisions.

Risk management includes qualitative and quantitative factoring, and reading the following articles and books will provide deeper insight into this major aspect of project planning. All books and articles are available at Headquarters Library. Articles preceded by an asterisk (*) can be copied from the library's ProQuest article retrieval system.

*****************************************************************


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

The aim of "Reinventing Government", at least according to the book of the same name, is to transform the public sector by adding an entrepreneurial spirit to Federal and state bureaucracies. This is, of course, currently a hot topic considering Vice President Gore's National Performance Review.

Reading the following books and articles (all available at Headquarters Library; for information on asterisked articles, contact the PPM Librarian) can help us study the question of how viable the concept is of changing the mindset of Federal and state bureaucracies for improved performance at lower cost to the taxpayer. As Marcel Proust wrote (per Osborne & Gaebler in Reinventing Government), "The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new lands, but in seeing with new eyes."


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Reengineering (sometimes written as re-engineering; usually by computer specialists) is currently a hot topic in management, but some would argue it is hardly a new concept. It is, rather, another term for evaluating internal management and business processes. As many of the following items state, reengineering is not simply process improvement; reengineering suggests questioning the value of an entire process, and combines breakthrough thinking with TQM. Michael Hammer, one of the authors listed below, writes:

At the heart of reengineering is the notion of discontinuous thinking--of recognizing and breaking away from outdated rules and fundamental assumptions that underlie operations. Unless we change the rules, we are merely rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic.

The following items are all available at Headquarters Library; please contact the PPM Librarian for help in obtaining copies of asterisked (*) articles.


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please contact the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #25

MANAGERIAL COMPETENCE
Revised September 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

Many of the following articles deal with what traits makes a good manager, others deal with the question of whether it is possible to develop a standardized competency assessment for managers. Richard Boyatzis, in his classic The Competent Manager cited below, put the matter clearly:

Organizations need managers to be able to reach their objectives. They need competent managers to be able to reach these objectives both efficiently and effectively.

Readers of this list may find PPM Resource List #7 "Quality Metrics and Measurements" useful. Once managerial competence is defined it may be necessary to find ways to measure that competence, since management certification might become a future Federal requirement.

****************************************************************


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please contact the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #26
CREATING THE HIGH-PERFORMANCE ORGANIZATION
July 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian
at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

The "high-performance" organization, as discussed in the following
books and articles, owes much of its success to its employees. It
is not really a TQM term, but more an indication of a learning
organization that provides training in the following areas:
redesign of business processes, delegation of work, teamwork,
company-wide communication, shared vision, and advanced technology
skills. A high-performance business improves faster than its
competition and sustains that rate, while satisfying all its
stakeholders.

All of the following items are available to NASA personnel through
NASA HQ Library. Asterisked (*) items are available through the
ProQuest article retrieval system. Others can obtain the material
easily through their own organizations. Please refer to PPM
Resource List #11 Organizational Change for related references.

New York: Prentice-Hall, 1993. [on order]

Bassett, Glenn. Evolution and Future of High Performance
Management Systems. Westport, CT: Quorum, 1993. [on order]

*Bohan, George P. "Building a High-Performance Team." Health Care

*Burke, W. Warner and George Litwin. "A Causal Model of
Organizational Performance and Change." Journal of Management 18
#3 (1992):523-545.

Clemmer, Jim. Firing on All Cylinders: the Service/Quality System
for High-Powered Corporate Performance. Homewood, IL: Business One
Irwin, 1992. HD62.15 .C54 1992

*Dubnicki, Carol. "Building High-Performance Management Teams."

Galagan, Patricia A. "Beyond Hierarchy: The Search for High

*Erickson, Tamara. "Beyond TQM: Creating the High Performance


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please contact the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESOURCE LIST #27

THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION
August 1993

Provided by the Code FT Program/Project Management Librarian at NASA Headquarters Library

Introduction

Peter Senge, one of the most eloquent proponents of learning organizations, defines them in The Fifth Discipline as:

Organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together.

Some of the following items focus on how to get adults to learn, others on what they need to learn. All are available at NASA HQ Library; of particular interest are those by Senge and Argyris, the latter of whom discusses single-loop learning (which maintains an organization) and double-loop learning (which redefines the organization). Many of the cited items cover both of these types of learning—a key activity of NASA Headquarters Code FT.


For more information, or to obtain additional PPM Resource Lists, please call the PPM Librarian at 202-358-0172.
Introduction

Ralph Waldo Emerson describes in his *Journals* how simple a solution to a problem may appear to be once it has been implemented:

I like people who can do things. When Edward and I struggled in vain to drag our big calf into the barn, the Irish girl put her finger into the calf's mouth and led her in directly.

Some of the following items focus on finding ways to "drag the calf into the barn," others on the creative thinking that leads to such problem solving. See PPM Resource List #10 "Innovation and Creativity in the Workplace" for related material; all cited material is available at Headquarters Library. Items followed by an asterisk (*) are available through the PPM Librarian.


For more information, or to obtain additional copies of PPM Resource Lists, please call 202-358-0172.
MANUFACTURED TO AIIM STANDARDS
BY APPLIED IMAGE, INC.